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Abstract 
In this paper we prove general statements on the strong convergence of sums of random 
variables belonging to a triangular array. We assume that this array satisfies an ~-mixing 
condition. An inequality of Bernstein type is the crucial tool for the proofs. Moreover, some 
general results are applied to study the convergence of kernel density estimators. 
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1. Introduction 
One goal of this paper is to derive general statements on the strong convergence of
sums of random variables belonging to an e-mixing triangular array. Beyond this, we 
want to provide certain almost sure convergence rates. In the context of triangular 
arrays, inequalities of Bernstein type represent a powerful tool for proving such 
results. Moreover, the second goal of this paper is to apply the general results to 
examine the convergence of kernel density estimators. 
Exponential bounds for sums of bounded independent random variables were 
obtained by Bernstein (1946) and Bennett (1962). During the following time, many 
authors derived similar bounds in the case of mixing random variables (see e.g. 
Liebscher (1995) in the (p-mixing case, Rio (1995) in the e-mixing case). In Section 2 
of this paper we formulate a direct consequence of Rio's (1995) inequality and 
provide some bounds for variances of sums of random variables. Section 3 is dedi- 
cated to general theorems on the strong convergence of sums of c~-mixing random 
variables. The proofs of the theorems of this section are based on the statements of 
Section 2. 
Kernel density estimators represent a very popular subject of statisticians' investi- 
gations. For the first time, F61des (1974) and Riischendorf (1977) studied the strong 
convergence of density estimators for dependent samples. In these papers they 
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assumed the o-mixing condition. The paper by Sarda and Vieu (1989) and the 
author's paper (1995) deal also with this subject and provide rates of strong conver- 
gence. Recent results on the strong convergence of kernel estimators for stationary 
~-mixing sequences are due to Roussas (1988), Tran (1990), Nze and Rios (1995). Yu 
(1993) studied in his paper the same problem for stationary absolutely regular 
sequences. Mokkadem (1990) and Vieu (1991) examined in their papers convergence 
rates of the mean integrated square error (MISE) of kernel estimators under the 
e-mixing condition. Robinson (1983) and Roussas (1990) proved statements about the 
asymptotic normality of the kernel density estimator for e-mixing samples. Under 
various mixing conditions, the ~2-convergence of delta sequences was studied in 
Ahmad (1981). Recently, Tran (1994) has shown that histogram estimators for mixing 
samples can also achieve the optimal rate of convergence. 
Some recent papers deal with estimating the stationary density of a non-necessarily 
stationary Markov chain. The papers by Gillert and Wartenberg (1984), Liebscher 
(1992) contain results on strong convergence and the 5a2-behaviour of the kernel 
estimator under the strong Doeblin's condition (Do) or a periodic version of it. 
Remember that the condition (Do) is sufficient for the p-mixing condition. Conver- 
gence results for kernel estimators under assumptions weaker than (Do) are due to 
Yakowitz (1989). 
In Section 4 we apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 in order to obtain uniform 
rates of strong convergence of kernel density estimators in the case of stationary 
c~-mixing sequences. In contrast to other papers on this subject (e.g. Yu, 1993; Nze and 
Rios, 1995), we give not only results concerning the optimal rates. In cases which 
exclude other authors, we derive also convergence rates which are then not optimal 
(i.e. rates which are the same as in the i.i.d, case). Moreover, we improve a result 
derived by Nze and Rios (1995). We provide the convergence rates in a more general 
form where the dependence on the bandwidth is explicitly to be seen. In the univariate 
case we give a convergence r sult for discontinuous densities. The proofs of the results 
are carried out in Sections 5 and 6. 
The problem of bandwidth selection is not discussed in this paper. We refer to Hart 
and Vieu (1990) where cross-validation techniques for kernel density estimators are 
studied under the e-mixing condition, and under the cp-mixing condition. 
2. ~-mixing sequences and an inequality of Bernstein type 
Let {Zk, k = 1,2... } be a sequence of random variables (r.v.). ~"  denotes the 
c~-algebra generated by Z~,Z~+1 .... ,Zm. Now the e-mixing coefficient of {Zk} is 
defined by 
em := SUpk=l,2... sup {IP(Ac~B)- P(A)IP(B)I: A~,~+k, Be~]} .  
If era tends to zero as m goes to infinity, we say that the sequence {Zk} is e-mixin 9. The 
e-mixing condition is weaker than absolute regularity and so weaker than the 
o-mixing condition. 
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There are several examples of :~-mixing sequences (see Doukhan,  1994). It is known 
that stationary ARMA-sequences are absolutely regular with an exponential rate. So 
these sequences fulfil the :~-mixing condition but in general not the ~p-mixing 
condition. 
The following theorem provides an inequality of Bernstein type for the sum 
T, := y~7_ t Z~. This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 5 in the paper by Rio 
(1995). 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that ~-Zi = 0 and IZi[ <~ S(n) < + ~ a.s. (i = 1 ... n). Then, /br 
all n, N c ~, 1 <~ N <-G n jbr all c > 4NS(n), 
P{IT,,I > ~I ~< 4exp -c  2 64~D(n ,N)+ ~:NS(n)  + 4~:G, 
~-{V(J+m) An Z .]2 (n'l <<, n) where a A h means holds with D(n,m) := sup0.<j~,, 1 =,~i=/+1 " 
rain '~a, h',. 
The restriction ~: > 4NS(n) is not a negative influence on the asymptotic results. 
This exponential bound improves a bound derived by Carbon (1983). The previous 
theorem is rather general, and for applications it would be favourable to have bounds 
for D(',.). The following four lemmas give useful bounds for variances of sums of 
>mix ing r.v. Then, in the exponential bound of Theorem 2.1, D(.,.) can be replaced 
by one of the bounds following from Lemmas 2.1 to 2.4. Let 
R,,(n): suPi 1 .... (EIZi]~) l/m for 1 ~<m < + .~c, R,,(n):= supi - j  . . . .  esssup.,~olZil for 
m = + ~_. D a is the symbol for the variance. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {Zk} be an ~-mixing sequence with polynomial rate ~k <-C l  k r 
i" > 1, ('1 > O. Moreover, let Ro(n ) < + ~, Jot q := 2r/(r - 1). Then 
Lemma 2.2. 
2 < p ~< ~/_,. 
o (+2 
\ i=1  
Let{Zk) be an ~-mixing ,sequence with v~_ 1 ~ 2/p < _}_ x J()r SOtlq~d D. 
Furthermore, let Rp(n) < + .v~. Then 
] -- 2 /p  Zi <~nR 2in) 1 +20 2 ~J ' 
j=  I 
Lemma 2.1 implies the inequality 
D(n,N) ~< const. Nln(n)Raq(n) (1 ~<~ X ~< n) 
whereas Lemma 2.2 leads to 
D(n,N)  <~ const NR2(n) (1 ~< N ~< n) 
under respective assumptions. In the case of an ~-mixing sequence with exponential 
rate, it turns out that it is sometimes favourable to apply Cauchy's inequality to obtain 
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a bound for D(.,.). 
D(n,U) <~ N2R~(n). (2.1) 
The following two lemmas lead to sharper bounds for D(.,.), but we require an 
additional assumption on the covariances. In the proofs of these lemmas we use 
a technique of Masry (1983). 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that {Zk} is ~-mixin9 with polynomial rate ~k <~ C1 "k-r, 
r > 1, C1 > O. Let 
sup [cov(Zi, Zj)] =:R*(n) < + oo (2.2) 
i , j : l  ...n,i~j 
be satisfied. Moreover, let Rm(n) < + oo for some m, 2r/(r - 1) < m <~ + oo. Then 
~2 Zi ~ n(Ce(r,m)(Rm(n))2m/(r(m- 2)) (R.(n))X-m/(r(m- 2)) ~_ R~(n)) 
i 
holds with 
20r - 40r/m 
C2(r, m). -  r ~ ~_-~ C1/r. 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that {Zk} is ~-mixin9 with exponential rate, i.e. C~k <~ Ca'pk for 
some p, 0 < p < 1, C3 > O. Let (2.2) and R,.(n) < + oo be satisfied for some m > 2. 
Then, for all ne  N, n >~ 2, p := 2 ln(n)/(ln(n) - 1) ~ m, 
~2 Zi ~< n(2]ln(p)[-1 ln(n)In In(n) R*(n) + C4(p) R~(n) + R2(n)) 
i 
holds with Ca(p) := 20 max { 1, C~/~n (2)}/lln(p)l. 
In the majority of cases, R2p(n) (p as in Lemma 2.4) has the same convergence rate as 
R~(n). We omit the special bounds for D(. , . )  following from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 
because one can get them in a simple way. 
In the next section we apply Theorem 2.1 to get statements on the strong conver- 
gence of sums of c~-mixing r.v. 
3. General theorems on rates of strong convergence 
Let us consider the sum 
rn = ~ Yni, 
i=1  
where {Y,i, i = 1 ... n, n~ N} is a triangular array of dependent r.v. Let "~ be the 
a-algebra generated by the random variables Y,k ..... Y,m (1 ~< k ~< m ~ n, ne N). We 
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define the ~-mixing coefficient of the triangular array as follows: 
~., := sup sup{ IP (A~B)  - P(A)~(B)I: A e "~"J',,+kB~ " ,~.  
n.k:l (~k~n-m 
The array { Y,~} is called e-mixing if ~,, -~ 0 as m -* vo. 
Let {Y,,k, k = l . . .n ,  n6N} be an .~-mixing triangular array with ~:Y,,k = 0 
(k = 1 ... n, n~ N) and supg= 1 .... ess sup,,,~Q] Y,kl =: S(n) < + ;c (n~ N). To make for- 
mulas shorter, let 
/(j+mlAn ) 
D(n'm):=sup°<<'J~n- l [ l~2i  i ~-1  'ni . 
Under the :(-mixing condition, each row of the triangular array represents an ,~-mixing 
sequence with a sequence of mixing coefficients bounded above by ~:(k~.~  Therefore, we 
can apply the exponential bounds of the previous section to triangular arrays. This 
leads to the following two theorems. 
Theorem 3.1. Let N = N(n) :-- [ (n 2 In(n) In ln2(n)) 1/(~+ 1) ]. Assume that lim,, ~, 
N(n)S(n) = O. I f  ~k = O(k-~) for some r > 1, then 
T ,=O((nN - l  ln(n) o (n ,N) )  l/2 + Nln(n)  S(n)) a.s. 
where I-x] is the smallest integer m with m >~ x. Furthermore, 
"F~= O(~,/nln(n) Rq(n)+nZ/(~*l)ln~(n)S(n)) a,s, 
holds fiw all 6 > (r + 2)/(r + l) (q :=: 2r/(r - 1)). 
Theorem 3.2. Let N = N (n) := [-3[ln(p)] - 1 In(n) ]. Suppose that :Zk = O(pk) for some p, 
0 < p < 1, and lim ..... N(n)S(n) = O. Then 
= O( (nN -1 ln(n)D(n,N)) ':2 + N In(n)S(n)) a.s. T,  
/ 
Moreover, we have 
~r,= O(x/~ ln(n)Rz(n)+ln2(n)S(n)) a.s .  
Using other bounds for D(., .) from Section 2, we can obtain further statements on 
convergence rates of T, .  
4. Kernel density estimators 
( ) Let ~Xk~ be a stationary c(-mixing sequence of r.v. with values in N'~. Assume that X 1 
has the probabil ity dens i ty f  The kernel density est imator fo r f i s  calculated by 
f,,(x) = n lb-~(n) ~ K((x - -  X i )b - l (n ) )  (xc~s). 
i=1  
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K:N ~ --* N is the kernel function of the estimator. Let {b(n)} be a sequence of positive 
real numbers with 
lim,,oo b(n) = O. (4.1) 
This sequence {b(n)} is called the bandwidth. For samples of i.i.d.r.v, the kernel 
density estimator was introduced by Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962). First papers 
on kernel density estimator for dependent samples are due to Roussas (1969), Rosen- 
blatt (1970) and F61des (1974). Now, there are a lot of recent papers on this subject, as 
we already mentioned in the Introduction. In this section we use the following 
assumptions. 
Condition ~g( 0): 
supK](t)[ < + oo, fK(t) dt = 1, 
t~  s 
K( t )=O fo r [ l t [ [>R>0.  
In this condition, ][ .[[ is the Euklidean norm of N~. For some integer p ~> 1, we 
introduce the following condition which ensures, together with certain assumptions 
on the density f, a required convergence rate of the bias off~. Subsequently, we 
determine an additional assumption on the distribution of {Xk}. 
Conditionr,~f'(p), p >~ 1: Condition J~'(0) is valid and 
f I ) l z i jK (Z l , . . . , zs )d (z t  ,Zs)=O ( i l , . . . , i l~{1, . . . , s} , l=  l . . .p - -  1). 
Moreover, a positive constant C5 exists such that 
IK(u) - K(v)l ~< Cs"]lu - vii for all u,v~ ~. 
Condition Y:  For all integers j >~Jo, the joint densityf j  of X1 and Xj+I exists on IR ~. 
Furthermore, for some M > 0, 
sup sup Ifj(u, v)l < + oo.  
J>~ Jo u ,v : l lu -v l l<M 
The first theorem of this section represents a result on strong convergence (without 
rates) of the kernel estimatorJ~(x). Here the assumption on fare  very mild, and, in part 
(a), dens i tyfmay also be discontinuous. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that {Xk} is ~-mixin 9 with polynomial rate ~k = O(k-r), r > 1. 
Let conditions J{(O), (4.1) and l im,~ (n(X-')/(l+')ln ~(n)b-S(n))= 0 be satisfied for 
some 3 > (r + 2)/(r + 1). 
(a) l f  s =- 1, K is a symmetric kernel and the limits f (x  - 0), f (x  + O) exist at x E 
(and are finite), then J%(x) --* f * (x)  := ( f (x - O) + f (x  + 0))/2 a.s. as n ~ ~.  
(b) I f .[  is continuous at x ~ ~s, then f (x )  ~f (x )  a.s. as n ~ oo. 
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Part (a) of this theorem is an extension of Theorem 1 of an earlier paper (1990). In 
the following results concerning uniform strong convergence, additional conditions 
on the density and the kernel function appear. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that {Xg} is ~-mixing with polynomial rate ~.k = O(k ~ ), r > 1. 
Suppose that the conditions (4.1) and ,g'(p) are ju(filled fi)r some intef3er p >~ 1. Let the 
densi tyfbe bounded on ~" and have bounded partial derivatives (~f order p on ~'. Further 
assume that lim . . . . .  (n(1 ~/12+~)lna(n)b ~(n)) = O/or some ~ > 1. Then, for any cmn- 
pact set D, 
sup I.~(x) - f (x ) l  = O(V,, + n"' ln"e(n)bn-'(n) + bP(n)) a.s., 
x~ D 
where V,, := n 1/2 In(n) (b(n)) s(,+ l ) /2 r  ~1 ::= (1 - -  r)/(r + s + 1), ~12 > (r + 2)./(r + s + 1), 
t13 := -- s(r + 2)/(r + s + 1). I f  in addition, condition ,Y- isfidfilled, then this conrer- 
/Vn - int,,)b gence rate holds true with V, := n-1/2\,   n) b-'~'r (n) ff'r < 2, V, := n x/  
i[r >~ 2. Ureter condition 3-, we have theJbllowing optimized conver~tence rates (i.e. rates 
we get by minimizing w.r.t, the bandwidth b(n)): 
, (O((ln(n)/n)p:(2P +~)) 
suplf,(x)~l) - f (x ) [  = (O(n~. ,lny2(n)) a.s. 
a.s. jor  r > 3 + s + 3s/p. 
jor r ~ 3 + s + 3s/p, 
with 3'~ := - p(r - l)/(p(r + s 4- 1) 4- sr 4- 2s), ?'z > 71(r 4- 2)/(r -- 1). 
Theorem 4.3. Let  ~ tXky be ~-mixing with exponential rate. Suppose that conditions (4.1) 
and , * (p )  are satisfied for some integer p >~ 1. Assume that f is bounded on R ~ and has 
bounded partial derivatives of  order p on ~.  Let lira . . . .  (nb~(n) In 3(n)) = + -/, be 
satisfied, Then, fi)r any compact set D, 
supl£(x) - f (x ) l  = O(V, + bP(n)) a.s. 
x(~D 
1/2 where V, := n-  In(n) b-~"2(n). Under the additional assumption ,Y-, this cont:er~jem e 
rate holds true with V,: = n-1"2 1 ~  b sj2(n).  
If condition ,7 is satisfied and ~tXk} is z~-mixing with exponential rate, then the 
convergence rate of Theorem 4.3 is exactly that rate known for i.i.d, samples. This is 
also valid for the optimized convergence rate of Theorem 4.2 provided that 
r ~>~ 3 + s + 3s/p and condition ,Y- is fulfilled. Theorem 4.2 improves Theorem I of 
Nze and Rios (1995), who achieved the optimal rate in the case r ) 3 + s + st3 + sl/p. 
Condit ion ,7 is somewhat weaker than assumption (C2) of that paper. 
5. Proofs of the results of Sections 2 and 3 
At first, we prove the lemmas of Section 2. 
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Proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Applying a well-known bound for covariances of 
c~-mixing r.v. (cf. Davydov, 1970, Lemma 7, p. 492), we obtain 
cov(Z,, < 10 y, -."1--2:m, (EiZ,:),/~(~lZjlm),/m (2 ~< m ~< oo) 
i=1  j= i+ l  i=l j=i+l 
n - ln - i  
<~IOCI/'R2(n) Z Z J  -1 i fm=q,  
i= l  j= l  
which implies the assertions of the Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 (m = p). [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let N E N, 1 ~ N ~< n - 1 and eiN := rain {i + N, n}. Applying 
a technique of Masry (1983) and Davydov's (1970) inequality, we obtain 
cov(Z,, ~ ~ + y. Icov(Z, Zi)l 
i=1  j= i+ l  k , i= l  j= i+ l  i=1  j=i+N+l 
d NR*(n) + 10 ~j Rm(n) 
i=1  j=N+I  
( 10C~-2/m N-r+l+2r/mR2m(n)) (5.1) <~ n NR*(n) + 
r - 1 - 2r/m 
Minimizing this bound w.r.t. N, we get a bound for the double sum of covariances. 
This bound leads immediately to the assertion of Lemma 2.3. [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let N := ln(n)In ln(n)/fln(p)l. Changing m into 2 ln(n)/(ln(n) - 1) 
in inequality (5.1), we arrive at 
"~: ~ cov(Zi, Zj) <~ lln(p)l-'nln(n)lnln(n)R*(n) 
i= l  j= i+1 
+ lOC1/ln(,)jln(p) ]- 1 nR~(n), 
which proves Lemma 2.4. [] 
Now we proceed with proving the statements of Section 3. 
Let N = N(n) := [- (n 2 ln(n) In ln2(n)) 1/('+ 1) 1. NOW we have 
(5.2) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
n = l -~  O~N ~ ~- (30 . 
The aim of the proof is to find a sequence {a,} such that 
P{l:r,I > ~a,} < + oo (5.3) 
n=l  
holds for some e > 0 and a, is as small as possible. Then, by Borel-Cantelli's lemma, 
we obtain 
iP, -- O(a,) a.s. 
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Theorem 2.1 implies that, for e, > 4NS(n), 
P{Ir.I > ~'a.} 
~)  
with positive constants C6 and C7 not depending on n, ~: or N. If 
,) ,} a~ ~> const .max ln(n)D(n,N t/2,Nln(n)S(n 
is satisfied, then we have 
P{IT ,  l>aa ,}  ~<C6 exp{-CTe2(1  +~.)-~ln(n)} +~c~N 
(~ > 4NS(n)). Consequently, the series (5.3) converges for a sufficiently large e > 0, and 
the first assertion of the lemma is proved. The second assertion follows from the first 
one and Lemma 2.1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the assumption on N, the series (5.2) converges. By virtue of 
(2.1), the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is carried out in a similar way as the previous 
proof. 
6. Proofs of the results concerning density estimators 
Define Y,i(x):= n-lb-~(n) (K((x - X i )b- l (n))  - ~K((x - Xi)b l(n))) (i = 1 ... ft. 
n e N, x e {R~). It is easy to see that, under the c~-mixing condition on {X~ }, { Y,dx)} is an 
7-mixing triangular array. By standard arguments, we obtain the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that conditions ,~(0) and (4.1) are satisfied. Let f be bounded in 
a neighbourhood of x ~ ~.  Then, for m ~ 1, 
([El Y,i(x)]") 1/" <~ 2n- l b-~+~/~(n) (supltu :ok ; Rb(,~f (u) y l K (t)[" dr)l/": 
Lemma 6.2. Let conditions S(O) and (4.1) be satisfied. Assume that f is bounded on ~~. 
Under condition J ,  we have 
sup suplcov(Y,i(x), Y,j(x))] = O(n 2). 
i . j= l n,i :>~ j+jo xe~ ~ 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Applying Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 6,1, we obtain 
£(x)  -- ~E£(x) = O(n-t /2 ln(n)lb(n))-s~r+ 11.,2r + nil-rl,.fl +rllna(n)b ~(n)) a.s. 
(6 > (r + 2)/(r + 1)). Lemma 1 of Liebscher (1990) states that, under the assumptions 
(a), lim ..... {Eye(x) =f*  (x). On the other hand, under the assumptions (b), Theorem 2.1 
of Cacoullos (1966) leads to lira . . . .  ~J~(x) =f (x) .  Hence the proof is complete. [ZI 
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Proof  of Theorem 4.2. By virtue of formula (6.3) in Sarda and Vieu (1989), we have 
sup I[J~(x) -- f(x)l = O(bP(n)). 
xcD 
Hence, it remains to show that 
sup I£(x) - E£(x)[ = O(~i,) a.s., (6.1) 
xED 
where ci, := V, + (n 1 -r ln6(n)b-"(n)) 1/(~+s+ 1)(17 := s(r + 2), 6 > r + 2). Using Lemmas 
2.1, 6.1, and 2.3 (m = + oo ), we arrive at 
/(;+ u),,, \2 "Nn- 2b(n)-~(1 + r)/~, 
IF-{ ~ J 0(~), ~ INn-2b(n)-2s/~ for r < 2, (*), sup sup Y. i (x) = .~ 
~o<, j<, , -1  \ i=;+1 / INn-2b(n)-~ for r~>2, (*) 
((*) refers to bounds under the assumption Y) .  Let C8 := 8sup,~dK(t ) ] .  Now 
Theorem 2.1 implies that, for e > C8Nn-~b-S(n),n, NeN,  N <~ n, 
sup P{ ]J~(x) - Ef~(x)l > ca,} 
x6D 
~< C9"(exp{ -- Cloc2aZ'(nN-lff ,  + eNn-lb-S(n)a,) -a} + nN - l -r)  (6.2) 
with constants C9, C10 > 0 not depending on n, N or c. Let {a,} and {2,} be sequences 
of positive real numbers such that 2, ~< a,b(n), lim,~o~ a, = 0. Since D is compact, it 
can be covered with cubes E~ . . . . .  Ev having sides of length 2, and centres ul . . . . .  u,,, 
respectively, where v ~< const. 2, -s. Hence SUpx~E j Ilx - ujl[ <~ b(n) for n ~> no and 
IK ( (x  - -  X i ) /b ( r t ) )  - K ( (u j  - Xi)/b(n))[ 
4 c5. b- ' (n) l lx-  ujllI(llXi- ujll ~ (R + 1)b(n)) 
for all x e E;, j ~ { 1,... ,v}, n >/no. Further we obtain 
sup [£(x) - ~J~(x)[ 
xEEj 
<~ [£ (uj) - IVj~(uj)[ + Cs~s . 2nb- l(n). (l~ (uj) - ~_~ (uj) I + 21n:f.(uj)l) 
( je  {1, ... ,v}, n ~> no), where 
" f l  for Ilyll ~<(R + 1), 
f , (u):=n-lb-S(n)~ K((Xi-u)/b(n)) (ue~)~ /((y):= 
i= 1 "[0 otherwise. 
J~ is a kernel estimator for f with the kernel function _K satisfying condition sC(0). 
Hence, 
~< v'sxup(P {I J~(x)-  Eft(x)[ > ca,~3} + P ]~(x) -  Ej~(x)l > 3C---5~'2, J /  
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for sufficiently large n and ~; > 0. Let 2, :=: ~(n21n(n) lnlne(n)N ~ ~)~"'~ such that 
v 'nN 1 , <~ const .  ~ 2f f~nN - t  ~ < + ~ . 
n=l  n=l  
Choose N:=V(b(n)~" -~n~+Zln -~+t(n l ln lnZ(n) ) t : t~-~+l~ and a,, = d,, such that the 
inequalities 
2, <~ a,b(n) ,  Vnaff 2 <~ constln-t(n), n lb -~(n)Naf f  t <~ const, ln-I(n) 
are satisfied. Consequently, by virtue of Borel Cantelli's lemma, (6.1) follows from 
(6.2). [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Theorem 2.1, Lemmas 6.2 and 6.1 imply (6.2) where the term 
nN t-~ is replaced by np N, V , :=Nn-21n{n)b(n)  ~ without assumption .:-. 
IP, :-= Nn-Zb(n) -~ under assumption .Y-. Defining a, := V,,, )., := n ~. N := C~t ln(n) 
with an appropriate constant Ctl  > 0, we obtain Theorem 4.3 in a similar way as 
shown in the previous proof. []  
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